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Abstract

Understanding the link between transport and the economy has been of the greatest concern among researchers and practitioners. This research explores the impact of the economic restructuring processes in the aggregate road freight transport demand. We develop a simulation exercise of two alternative economic scenarios over the period 1999–2011 in Spain and the UK by means of an extended Input-Output model. This approach allows us to calculate the elasticity range of vehicles-km to GDP depending upon the types of economic activity developed in these countries and their dematerialization level. The results confirm that the transition to more service-oriented economies implies much lower transport requirements, as has been the case in the UK. Furthermore, the comparison of the two countries has contributed to highlight the importance of other set of non-economic variables, related to technological, logistics and modal factors in the definition of final road freight transport demand.
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1. Introduction

For decades researchers and practitioners have taken for granted the link between economic growth and freight transport demand. However, in several countries the historical elasticity values between transport and the economy have been radically changing over the last few years (Gilbert and Nadeau (2002) and Sorrell et al. (2012)). This fact demonstrates that the real cause-effect relationship between these two variables is not yet fully known.

A good understanding of the nature of the relationship between road transport and the economy is crucial for several reasons. First, because this relationship is supposed to help planners estimate the evolution of road freight transport demand over the years. And second, because knowing this relationship will help policy-makers adopt measures to promote sustainable growth since road traffic is responsible for a wide amount of externalities (European Union (2001), OECD (2002), OECD (2006)).

Up to now, the existing methodologies applied to explain road freight transport demand have been based on simulating the behaviour of multiple factors – including economic growth – influencing transport by using different models (e.g. Jong, Gunn. and Walker (2004) and Tavasszy (2006)). However, previous studies highlight the complexity of developing such type of models, partly because of the numerous factors determining the shipping of commodities in each country, and partly because of that lack of available data (Elaurant and Bates (2007)).

In the last few decades, there have been significant changes in the structure of the economy of many developed countries. The contribution of service-oriented sectors – such as financial services – to the national GDP has been growing in importance compared to, for instance, manufacturing activities. This trend has led to the “dematerialization of the economies”. That means the “reduction of material resources required per unit of GDP” (Schleicher-Tappeser and Steen (1998) and even though it is well known that this process results in decoupling levels between transport and the economy, little research has been conducted about the impact of dematerialization on road freight transport trends.

This research intends to measure the impact that the structure of the economy has on road freight transport demand at the macro level – using a top-down approach – in a certain geographical area. For this purpose, we use an extended Input-Output (IO) model linking both the economic structure – structural relationships of production and consumption over time – and the road transport intensity in a certain country or region.

We have developed a methodology based on the definition of two scenarios that reflect a hypothetical evolution of the structure of the economy – towards a full dematerialization or a full materialization – and applied them to two case studies: Spain and the United Kingdom (UK). This methodology enables us to compare the results of the scenarios with the actual trends in terms of goods transport demand, and obtain conclusions from them.

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, right after the introduction, we identify the key variables explaining road freight transport trends from a macroeconomic standpoint. In Section 3 we define the methodological approach – the model and the scenarios. In Section 4 we provide an overview of the economic and transport characteristics of each case study. In Section 5 we show and describe the results obtained from the analysis. Finally, in Section 6, we highlight the main conclusions of this research.

2. Key drivers to explain road freight transport demand

It is well known that there exist a link between transport and the economy, but this relationship is complex because economic growth is not the only factor that determines freight transport trends. Effects such as technological innovations, changes in final demand or logistic improvements may also contribute to modify transport patterns (Alises et al. (2014)).

Road freight volumes are influenced by a wide range of factors that explain different trends across countries. Transport volumes depend on the levels of national economic output and consequently on the need to ship the commodities produced among different regions; and, on the other hand, on the organization of both the supply chains and transport systems.

In order to go further into the impacts that the two aforementioned factors could exert on transport volumes, in this section, we identify a set of quantitative variables that provide a direct knowledge on their evolution. Therefore, this analysis intends to identify the variables for defining our methodological approach. One of the specific contributions of this paper lies in defining the connection of such variables through an extended Input-Output model that will be explained in greater detail in the following section.
2.1. Using Input-Output Tables for transport modeling

The necessity of knowing the influence of changes in the production structure and economic patterns that may influence transport demand over time led to a new body of works in transport modelling. This is characterized by the development of transport IO models at urban and regional scale (see Ivanova (2014) for a deeper review).

The main reason for this trend is that several authors have pointed out the advantages of using these models in representing intersectorial interdependencies in production/consumption (Cascetta (2013)). This is crucial to define the interchange of goods – trade flows – and therefore the movement of goods in a region.

As previously said, research within this field has led to a number of operational land use-transportation models by incorporating spatial (or interregional) disaggregation data. Some examples are MEPLAN (Hunt and Echenique (1999)), TRANUS (de la Barra (1995)), PECAS (Hunt and Abraham (2003)) and RUBMIO (Kockelman et al. (2005)). These models combine IO data with additional information for trade and travel choices (travel costs, location of activities and population, mode choice models, etc.). That means that they usually need a big amount of available additional micro data to describe travel flows.

The IO approach has also been used to conduct several analysis at the macro level for planning processes and policy design in sectors such as the energy sector (see e.g. Lenzen and Foran (2001) and Alcántara and Padilla (2003)). It is noted that this type of studies has never been conducted for transportation field.

2.2. The role of road freight transport intensities in explaining transport trends

Freight transport volumes are also strongly influenced by the organization of supply chains. The transport system evolves and adapts progressively to respond to the requirements imposed by the emerging new organization of logistics systems. As Woxenius and Sjöstedt (2003) argued: logistics and transport systems are complementary.

Recent years have seen technological developments, increasing specialization, more sophisticated production processes, new distribution systems, and an ever greater concentration of manufacturing and storage (McKinnon and Woodburn, (1996)). All these factors have prompted changes in production and therefore in transport patterns, as supply chain organization influences aspects such as transport distances or modal split (OECD, (2006)). Therefore it is crucial to consider these factors as drivers of road freight volume. Previous literature found that all of these industrial, logistics and transportation systems changes can be understood through the so-called Road Freight Transport Intensity ratio (RFTI) (see e.g., McKinnon 2007, Kveiborg and Fosgerau (2007) or Piecyk and McKinnon (2010)) as a means of measuring "transport efficiency" in a certain country.

Brunel (2005) defined this ratio as the number of road freight transport units necessary to produce one dollar or one euro of GDP in a country. So, this could be measured in terms of tonne-kms per GDP, or even better veh-km per unit of GDP. However, authors such as Åhman (2004) argue that constructing sectional freight intensities based on sectors’ production – that is sectorial output – instead of GDP allows a deeper and more accurate understanding of transport growth in a certain economy.

RFTI – measured as veh-km/output [$] – can be decomposed into several ratios whose values may change over time in terms of industrial, logistics and transportation systems restructuring (Mckinnon 2007). These ratios help explain the evolution of transport trends over the years. These ratios are:

- Average value density: weight of goods of a certain economic branch divided by the monetary production value of this branch (tonne$/S). Changes in this ratio are explained by new product design techniques, manufacturing processes, and the current tendency to use lighter materials;
- Handling factor: referring to the number of times a product is lifted between the origin (production centre) and destination (consumption centre) in the supply chain for each type of commodity;

As Lehtonen pointed out in 2008, there are usually difficulties in accessing quality, reliable and complete data about both handling factors and value densities. In view of that, a new ratio can be defined: $\text{tonnes}_{\text{lifted}}/\text{Output} ($), which is equal to the inverse value density times the handling factor. This ratio is named "freight intensity". It is defined as the tonnes lifted divided by the value of the total production.

- Modal split: tonnes hauled by road compared to other modes;
- Average length of haul: This value depends on the location of industrial production, storage and consumption centres, and on the characteristic of the road networks;
- Load factor: the relation between the total tonnes carried and the loaded vehicles. It depends on both the mix of vehicles (with different sizes and capacities) and the lading factor of individual vehicles;
- Empty running: the percentage of total vehicle-kilometres which are run empty.
As equation (1) shows, by multiplying these ratios we obtain the RFTI in a certain country for sector i in a specific year, that is \( RFTI_i \).

\[
RFTI_i = \frac{veh-kms_{road,i}}{Output_i (\$)} = \frac{tonnes_{lifted,i}}{Output_i (\$)} \times \frac{tonne-kms_{road,i}}{tonnes_{lifted,i} \text{ modal share}} \times \frac{veh-km_{loaded,i}}{ton-km_{road,i} \text{ inverse of load factor}} \times \frac{veh-km_i}{veh-km_{loaded,i} \text{ empty running}}
\] (1)

3. Methodological framework

One of the contributions of our paper consists of the definition of a new methodology that uses the information provided by the Input-Output tables to explain transport trends at the country level. This approach does not require as much information as some of the previously mentioned models do. However, by using aggregated information at the country level, it allows us to explain the global road freight transport trends in a certain country.

Figure 1 shows the methodological framework we use to connect economic and transportation variables – annual IO and RFTIs data – through an extended IO model. This framework will be used later on in this paper to simulate global road freight transport trends.

![Fig. 1. Methodological framework scheme to estimate road freight transport demand.](image)

The availability of IO tables for consecutive years in certain countries allows us to study the evolution of the factors previously mentioned and therefore to analyze how they influence road freight transport trends. On the other hand, countries are characterized by road freight transport intensities (RFTIs), which in their turn can be decomposed into several ratios. Annual RFTIs can be calculated as long as the information about national production and transport volumes is available. RFTIs can be explained in terms of other variables insofar as data such as modal split or length of haul is available at the national level. Below we explain our model in greater detail.

3.1. The extended Input-Output model

An Input-Output (IO) table consists of monetary transaction flows among the economic sectors of a country measured according to national accounting standards. This table shows inter-industry relationships within a certain economy – outputs from one sector (productive) that become an input to another sector (purchasing sector). The
basic IO model establishes a balance between total supply and total demand expressed by the equation of Leontief \[ x = (I - A)^{-1} f, \] (Leontief (1936)) where \( x \) is the production vector – that is, the total output corresponding to the sectors of the economy, \( f \) is the final demand vector – including both domestic demand and exports – and \( (I - A)^{-1} \) is the Leontief inverse matrix \([L]\) – which reflects the requirements of any industry supplied by the rest of sectors and by itself.

The IO approach can be extended by adding complementary information to the basic IO model to overcome the limitations of the information provided by the IO tables. Our IO model follows this approach by linking a vector of road freight transport intensities to a symmetric IO table sector by sector for the same year. This modification intends to show the structural relationship between economic activities and final road transport demand in a country.

In the following equations the economy is supposed to be structured in \( n \) economic sectors. Moreover, diagonalization and transposition will be respectively denoted by \(^\wedge\) and \(^\prime\).

\[ RFTI = T'(\bar{x})^{-1} \] (2)

Thus, we can obtain the road transport volume \( T \) in the following way:

\[ T = RFTI \cdot x \] (3)

Taking the value of \( x \) from the Leontief model, it leads to our extended IO model:

\[ T = RFTI \cdot (I - A)^{-1} f \] (4)

where the vector \( RFTI \) integrates transport flow data into the IO traditional analysis.

On the other hand, in an IO table the final demand can be calculated as the summation of the GDP vector – value added by sector – plus the vector containing the volumes of sectorial imports. So, the vector \( f \) can be expressed by other two vectors \((n \times 1)\) that contain these components sorted by economic sector.

\[ T = RFTI \cdot (I - A)^{-1}(GDP + Imp) = RFTI \cdot L(GDP + Imp) \] (5)

The matrix \([L]\) and the vectors used – \( RFTI, GDP \) and \( Imp \) – in this transport model must reflect an identical disaggregation in the \( n \) activity branches considered. To that end the IO data and the transport data have to be homogenized in the same number of sectors when applying this formulation.

This model has been defined to explain road freight transport volume in terms of its own economic activity and some characteristics of the transport sector. That is to say, the model measures the volume of transport that is observed in each country as a consequence of national production and consumption, imports and exports of that country according to the IO tables. However, it is important to note that this model is not able to explain all transport volumes as it does not capture cross-country traffic – that is road traffic from one neighbouring country to another neighbouring country passing through the country of analysis.

3.2. Structural decomposition analysis

The structural decomposition analysis (SDA) has been widely used in the economic literature to identify the driving factors of changes over time. All variants of SDA are static comparative methods that examine time series of sector-level and/or country-level data. In essence, SDA formulates a variable, in our case road freight traffic \( T \), in veh-km, as the sum or product of several explanatory variables. For the purpose of this research, these variables are (1) road freight transport intensities; (2) production linkages depending on the inter-sectorial relationships described by \([L]\); (3) sectorial GDP values; and (4) import volumes. A pair-wise comparison of changes at two specific periods of time can be undertaken by each of these explanatory variables.

Following this idea, the SDA technique may also allow us to evaluate the potential impact of a certain explanatory variable on the final output – road freight transport – by simulating alternative scenarios where this
explanatory variable evolves in a different way compared to the actual scenario. The SDA is conducted according to the equation (6) (Dietzenbacher and Los (1997)).

Through it, we can calculate the differences, in terms of aggregate road freight transport demand ($\Delta T^{0-1}$), between the base year – expressed by superscript 0 – and each one of the subsequent years in the study period – expressed by superscript 1. This way, we can estimate the trend followed by the road freight transport demand in each country for the different hypothetic scenarios.

$$\Delta T^{0-1} = \frac{1}{2} (\Delta RFTI)^{0-1} [(L_0 (GDP_0 + Imp_0)) + (L_1 (GDP_1 + Imp_1))]$$

$$+ \frac{1}{2} [RFTI_0 (\Delta L)^{0-1} (GDP_1 + Imp_1) + RFTI_1 (\Delta L)^{0-1} (GDP_0 + Imp_0)]$$

$$+ \frac{1}{2} [(RFTI_0 L_0) + (RFTI_1 L_1)] (\Delta GDP)^{0-1}$$

$$+ \frac{1}{2} [(RFTI_0 L_0) + (RFTI_1 L_1)] (\Delta Imp)^{0-1}$$

(6)

3.3. Economic scenarios

To measure the impact of the structure of the national economy on road freight transport we have defined two hypothetical scenarios where the economy evolves in the opposite way.

- Scenario 1 (full materialization). All the GDP growth in a certain country is absorbed by transport intensive sectors: According to this scenario we suppose that service-oriented branches of the GDP no longer grow after the base year. Consequently, intensive sectors experience a higher increase in their GDP compared to the actual scenario. The growth across intensive sectors is allocated according to their weight in the GDP of the base year.

- Scenario 2 (full dematerialization). All the GDP growth in a country is absorbed by service-oriented sectors: In this case we assume that the economic growth of each country results from service-oriented sectors. Consequently transport intensive sectors no longer grow after the base year.

For each of these scenarios we keep unchanged values (throughout all the study period) of the following variables: (1) the actual the global GDP growth, (2) the road freight transport intensity changes, and (3) the sectorial linkages and the volumes of imports values. The only variable we change is the structure of the GDP. Through these scenarios we seek to examine what would have happened to road volumes if GDP structure had evolved in a opposite way.

4. Empirical application: case studies and data

In order to apply the methodology defined in the previous section, we chose two case studies: the UK and Spain. We decided to select these countries for several reasons. First, different transport trends have been observed in the UK and Spain. In Spain road transport growth has closely followed GDP growth whereas in the UK high levels of decoupling have been reported. In the case of Spain we found that one of the main reasons explaining road freight transport trends was the impact of the construction sector, which contributed to curb decoupling by increasing the tonnes lifted across the country (it increased by more than 4% between 1999 and 2007, until the arrival of the economic crisis). In contrast, in the same period, most of the growth of the UK economy was produced by service-oriented sectors – with a share of 75.51% of the GDP in 2007. Therefore, we thought that it could be interesting to study in greater detail how road freight transport would behave in these two countries under similar restructuring processes of their economies. The second reason for selecting these countries is that there is enough homogeneous data available for the two of them – from both the macroeconomic and the transportation side. The third reason is the fact that cross-country transport, which is not captured by our methodology, in the UK and Spain is negligible compared to other type of transport.

As said before, our aim is to examine what would have been the macro trends of road freight transport demand in each country in case that the evolution of the economies described above had been different. In order to simulate the scenarios, we collected data from 1999 to 2011 from two sources: (1) annual data series of tonne-kms sorted by commodity group in each country and annual data series of veh-km obtained from EUROSTAT database, and (2) the annual IO tables for the same years compiled from World Input-Output Database (WIOD).
As we needed to integrate both transport and economic data in our methodology, we had to homogenize the information from the two databases. To that end, the original IO tables were aggregated into eight sectors representing the main areas of economic activity. This aggregation was made according to the commodity groups of the transport dataset. Transport data series from EUROSTAT changed its classification in 2007, so we have to homogenize the series across all the years of the period of study. Finally, we consider the following groups: (1) food, beverage and tobacco, (2) mining and construction, (3) textile sector, (4) energy: fuel and power products, (5) chemical products, (6) machinery and transport equipment, (7) manufacturing products and (8) services. The first seven sectors include the eighteen transport-intensive industries from the IO tables.

It is noted that the statistical data on transport by commodity class in a country provided by the EUROSTAT database only include transport operations made by domestic hauliers. This means that the foreign hauliers’ activity is left out of the picture of this analysis. Nevertheless, in our two case studies this part of the transport volume only accounts for about 1% of the total road transport demand – between 0.6 and 0.8% in Spain and 0.9 and 1.1% in the UK according to EUROSTAT data series – so the distortion of the results is expected to be negligible.

Transport data is used to calculate the RFTIs that are subsequently introduced in our IO model. As the results of our simulation exercise strongly depend on the evolution of the RFTI, this ratio deserved to be analyzed in greater detail along with other ratios. This evolution is shown in Figure 2. Table 1 contains the mean values observed during the period of analysis. All these values are calculated on the basis of the EUROSTAT data series from 1999 to 2011.

Looking at the graphs, several similarities and divergences between the behaviour of the key ratios in the two countries can be highlighted. The most notable case is the evolution of the amount of tonnes lifted per unit of monetary production. Whereas in the UK this ratio has been steadily decreasing ever since 1999, in Spain it significantly increased in 2002 and no lower values had been recorded after the base year until the arrival of the crisis. The mean value for this ratio is 68% higher in Spain than in the UK.

The growth of the service sector in the UK entailed fewer trips across the country. By contrast, the main reason for the trends observed in Spain was the expansion of the construction activity since mining and construction goods are low value materials and generate numerous as well as short-length trips. This fact may also explain the remarkable reduction of the average length of haul recorded in the country from 2001 and 2002.

The rest of the ratios have not changed substantially in Spain whereas in the UK both the load factor and empty running ratios have increased. Modal share has remained stable in both countries.

From this analysis we obtain that the RFTI has experienced a sharper decrease in the UK than in Spain throughout the period of study. From table 1 we see how, with the exception of the load factor, the rest of the ratios have got more efficient values in the UK than in Spain. This fact prompted a greater reduction of freight traffic volume in the UK.
Table 1. Mean values of RFTI and related key ratios in Spain and the UK in the period 1999–2011.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Modal share</th>
<th>Length of haul</th>
<th>Empty running</th>
<th>Load factor</th>
<th>RFTI (veh / output [millions US$])</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>861.4</td>
<td>94.7</td>
<td>122.5</td>
<td>27.4%</td>
<td>15.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>511.5</td>
<td>88.8</td>
<td>95.0</td>
<td>22.1%</td>
<td>9.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Results from the analysis of Scenarios

Scenarios 1 and 2 imply road freight transport volumes that delimit a traffic band for each country in which its road transport demand could have ranged depending on the type of economic growth experienced. Each scenario is associated to an elasticity [Δveh-km / veh-km / ΔGDP / GDP] range that will be calculated later in this section.

In the case of Spain, after a small reduction of the global GDP from 1999 to 2001, the country experienced a high GDP growth until 2007. From 1999 to 2007 the GDP grew by 162%. Such an economic growth was accompanied by a notable increase of road freight transport demand – veh-kms grew by around 95% in this period. This was largely the result of an increase of 227% in the activity of the construction sector. At this period other sectors such as chemical industry (+123%) and services sectors (+144%) also reported significant growths.

Figure 3 shows the road freight transport trends obtained for the two scenarios simulated (S1 and S2) together with the actual trend, which remains within the grey band delimited by the two scenarios previously mentioned for each country. The growth of intensive-transport sectors in S1 implies a greater road freight transport increase. In the case of Spain, this trend is associated with elasticity values higher than one. On the other hand, for S2, when service GDP share is expanded, road freight transport is progressively detached from GDP, which leads to a clear decoupling trend with elasticity values around 0.1 in this country.

The graph for Spain draws our attention to the fact that road transport volume was above GDP in the three scenarios during the three first years of the study period. The reason explaining the similarity in all the scenarios is that in this period the GDP growth of all the economic sectors was rather small. Along with that fact, in this period road freight transport intensities in Spain grew a lot compared to the base year leading to positive road transport growths when global GDP decreased in all situations (see Fig. 2).

Fig. 3. Real GDP growth and road freight transport trends – Δ veh-kms (%) – under different economic scenarios in Spain (left) and in the United Kingdom (right) from 1999 to 2011.

Looking at the same analysis for the UK, it is seen that road freight growth began to separate from economic growth ever since 2003, accounting for traffic losses of nearly 15% after this year and elasticity values around -0.30. This trend was even more notable after 2007. During the economic crisis traffic reductions greater than 20% were observed compared to the base year. The dematerialization process was almost complete – the actual scenario is close to the S2 scenario. In addition to this fact, the road freight transport intensity in the UK has been declining over the years. These two trends have prompted road transport volume reductions with notable GDP growth ratios.

When comparing the results of the two case studies, one of the key outstanding issues is the notable difference in the relationship between the actual GDP growth and the trends obtained for veh-km in S1 for each country. In previous paragraphs we have already pointed out that in the case of Spain veh-km grew at a similar or even at
a higher rate than GDP when considering the hypothesis of the expansion of transport-intensive sectors. In the UK however, this situation for S1 is radically different since the road freight volume remains stable irrespective of the GDP growth.

Figure 4 summarizes the elasticity values obtained for the actual economic evolution, S1 (full materialization) and S2 (full dematerialization). Obviously, the actual elasticities are located within the range defined by the S1 and S2.

Moreover we measure the extent to which the level of dematerialization affects road freight volume for each case study by defining the dematerialization index ($I_D$) through equation (7). This index measures the situation of the actual scenario compared to Scenarios 1 and 2. Values close to 1 mean that the actual structure of the economy affects road transport volumes as if the economy was almost fully dematerialized.

$$I_D = \frac{E_{S1} - E_A}{E_{S1} - E_{S2}}$$

Where $E_{S1}$, $E_{S2}$ and $E_A$ are the averages of the elasticity values during the period of analysis of S1, S2 and the actual scenarios respectively. The value of the dematerialization index was 0.85 for the UK and 0.68 for Spain.

The comparison of the results obtained for the two countries shows significant differences between them. Firstly, the elasticity values are much lower in the UK than in Spain, and this is related to both a higher dematerialization index in this country and lower RFTI values. This finding allows us to conclude that dematerialization has been one of the key drivers to explain the decoupling trends in this the UK. Nevertheless, this index has also got a value of 0.68 in Spain. This fact confirms that, particularly in the last years of analysis, the loss of material intensity has also contributed to limit road freight transport growth in this country.

Figure 4 also shows that the elasticity range in the UK and Spain for Scenarios 1 and 2 is very different. Looking at the S2 (full dematerialization), this is much lower for the UK than for Spain, even reaching negative values. Figure 4 shows how the UK has attained an almost absolute decoupling level. The different elasticity values in the UK and Spain has been caused by differences in RFTIs between the two countries, as we have already analyzed in section 4 of this paper.

6. Conclusions

This research proves that Input-Output tables combined with transport information at the macro level may be a useful tool for explaining the evolution of road freight transport volume in a certain country. Despite the important progress achieved in the last few years regarding the use of IO tables to model freight transport at the regional and urban scale, IO tables also allow us to obtain interesting conclusions for policy makers by using top-down approaches such as the one we develop in this research, considering each time the validity of the IO data.

Economic restructuring processes in national economies play a significant role in explaining road freight transport volumes. The methodological framework developed in this paper has allowed us to demonstrate that, for the same global GDP growth, very different road transport volumes could be expected depending on the type of economic activity in a certain country. In this respect, different economic assumptions about the national
restructuring processes lead to the definition of a range where road freight transport could have fluctuated depending on the evolution of the structure of the economy.

In addition, this paper confirms that economic restructuring is not the only driver determining freight transport volume. Other non-economic variables – such as technological, logistic and modal aspects – influencing road freight transport intensities play also an essential role in explaining current and future transport trends.

Finally, for the two country case studies, we can say that the reasons behind the differences in road freight trends during the last few years were two. First, the UK has been a clear example of dematerialization of the economy while Spain was the opposite till the economic recession arrived in 2008. The great dependence of the Spanish economy on construction activities before 2008 entailed high transport volumes within this country. And, secondly, RFTI reductions became a reality in the UK few years earlier than in Spain. This fact helped promote decoupling in the UK while Spain hardly noticed it.
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